CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
IEEE Global Humanitarian Technology Conference (GHTC)
October 8-11, 2015 Seattle, Washington USA
www.ieeeghtc.org
Registration Now Open!
Early registration discount ends September 6, 2015

IEEE Global Humanitarian Conference (GHTC) is the perfect venue for enthusiasts from all backgrounds to connect, share and address critical issues for the benefit of the humanitarian endeavor worldwide. Join us in Seattle, WA, USA as we:

- Enable a global sharing of skills, knowledge, networking in the humanitarian and emergency management fields
- Highlight humanitarian technologies that promote successful practice, attract practitioners, and guide future research
- Positively impact billions of people around the world

IEEE GHTC is the place to be whether you have experience to share, are looking for opportunities to join, or simply want to understand humanitarian work. In its 5th year, sponsored by IEEE Region 6 and IEEE Seattle Section, the conference is dedicated to “Advancing Technology for Humanity” with a focus on essential areas including energy, health, disaster management, connectivity, agriculture, and education.

Conference highlights include:
- Maurizio Vecchione, Sr. Vice President of Global Good & Research plenary
- “The Future of Humanitarian Technology” with a panel of experts from NGOs, the United Nations, and the Red Cross
- “The Internet of Things (IoT) for Humanity” with a panel of industry partners
- IEEE SIGHT Gaetano Borriello Memorial Symposium on Humanitarian Technology
- UNESCO 70th anniversary celebration.
- IEEE Smart Village workshop on Energy, Education, and Empowerment

Interactive special sessions that support in-field humanitarian efforts:
- Open Data Kit Workshop – learn to collect data and build data services for many humanitarian efforts
- Entrepreneurship and Education – engage in workshops with interactive dialogue on grass-roots business development and collaborative educational strategies for entrepreneurs and practitioners
- Demonstrations and Exhibitions – see and experience new technologies in water and sanitation, energy, and communication and connectivity technologies

Register today to participate in an extensive, vibrant, and innovative technical program with likeminded individuals across the world.

Advanced Discount Registration ends September 6: www.ieeeghtc.org/registration/
Regular Registration ends October 7
On-Site Registration & One Day Passes Available
For more information, contact ieee@ieee.org